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Power-Hub-For-Info.pdf

▪ rapid escalation on an unprecedented scale of wind-generated 
renewable energy in the wider North Sea region

▪ not all ecological and social risks of the current, rapid and 
largescale development of offshore wind are taken into account 
sufficiently and in line with the legal requirements

▪ comments address the sum elements of the hub and spoke 
model (island, surrounding wind turbines, cabling) but in most 
respects, have relevance also for any other proposed large-scale 
grid development by TenneT in the North Sea

▪ we urge TenneT to intensify efforts to conduct a transparent 
process with proper and timely engagement with NSAC and 
other stakeholders. 

http://nsrac.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Paper-4.1-03-1718-Engagement-with-TenneT-Proposal-for-NSea-Wind-Power-Hub-For-Info.pdf


• Hub and spoke must be in line with
legal requirements (N2000, MSFD, 
MSP and EIA, SEA Directive)

• È.g. Art 6 HD: Appropriate Assessment
• In combination, cumulative effects
• NSAC concerned that potential 

ecological risks are not adequately 
taken into account including 

• indirect food web effects

• attraction of birds with high 
collision risk

• effects of underwater sound on 
fish (larvae) and invertebrates

• electromagnetic fields around 
cables. 

KEY CONCERNS RAISED BY NSAC



• The absence of analysis of robust, high resolution 
information on fisheries activity compared with 
the structured and detailed advice for other uses 
of the marine environment could result in fisheries 
being disadvantaged.

• A standard protocol for site investigations should 
be developed, incl:

• evidence of fisheries costs and earnings 
pre-development, at an appropriate 
resolution (e.g. spatial and temporal 
patterns, qualifying / reference periods) 

• consideration of areas that are less likely to 
disrupt or impact significant fishing grounds  

• analysis of the ability of fishing activities to 
operate in the vicinity of the proposed 
development and suitable measures to 
minimise disruption and promote co-
existence 

• ground rules for surveying sites for fisheries 
resources 

KEY CONCERNS RAISED BY NSAC



Further discussion between NGOs and Consortium

Key message:

Protection of Dogger Bank and large scale infrastructure such as 
wind parks or farms are incompatible



Why are protection Dogger Bank and large-scale
windenergy development incompatible?

• HABITAT LOSS

• HABITAT DAMAGE

• INTERFERENCE WITH PROCESSES

• Ecological

• Geological

• Geomorphological

• Hydrological

• DEATH MARINE SPECIES
• DISTURBANCE MARINE SPECIES
• NOISE POLLUTION
• LACKING OR NO CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
• SHIFTING BASELINES



Key concerns raised during North Sea Energy Forum 2017

Odyssey 2050 was presented by Tennet et al.
• Questions asked and answers given made clear that no model was used to assess impact on nature in 

Odyssey 2050 vision
• No reasons provided why islands and windfarms on Dogger Bank were considered the best option to 

achieve energy vision
• No consultation of NGOs involved in conservation of Dogger Bank for decades



Key concerns during conversations with Tennet and
Energinet, leading up to written input October 2018:

1. Stakeholder engagement process non-transparent / non-existent
2. Collective conversations needed  to ensure fully-informed thinking by all 

stakeholders
3. Offers from WWF and others to participate have been ignored (ToR spatial 

analysis, AA, EIA, SEA, look for alternatives): 
4. Pick best technique and best location: what are the options and set criteria 

that allow all involved to make an honest comparison between scenarios, 
which need to include direct and indirect environmental / ecological costs, not 
just direct monetary costs. 

5. Alternative ideas unclear: what exactly is the problem for which this idea is 
arguably the only solution?

6. WWF et al offered to advise on planned spatial analysis to come up with 
alternative ideas and locations, to which Tennet responded positively, yet no 
follow up.



Key concerns during conversations with Tennet and
Energinet, leading up to written input October 2018:

7. Feedback to pre-screening report: 
a. report is leading and written toward outcome in favour of idea of a 

Dogger Bank energy-island and windfarm
b. risks are not recognized, downplayed and missing data is misconstrued as 

no effect or no effects expected
c. Fails to address and / or actively disregards impacts mentioned on slide 

“Why are protection Dogger Bank and large-scale windenergy
development incompatible?”

8. Yes to clean energy, but not at the expense of nature & biodiversity; 
Doggerbank MPA should not be footing the climate bill 

9. Wind hub energy islands + wind parks cannot be built in North Sea Natura 
2000 / other MPA without adverse impact on the integrity of such sites. 



Response to ‘Initiating dialogue with NGO's discussed
February 2019

1. NGOs are encouraged by the Consortium’s new 
constructive approach, and the proposal for further 
ecological assessment work

2. NGOs ask for locations to research to be placed outside 
DB, N2000 et al MPAs -> Consortium contemplating this

3. NGOs ask for consideration of alternative design 
options for a hub (sand-filled island, jacket  structure, 
floating)

4. Complete transparency needed on criteria for choosing 
locations to test learn from

5. Be very careful to speak of ‘benefits to nature’ (for 
oyster, cod) as scale and (negative) impacts are 
expected to be unprecedented



Changes to stakeholder engagement made. 
Points discussed February 2019

Still to review:

- ‘Concept paper 4-Towards North Sea Spatial Planning of Offshore 
Wind.pdf’ (received 21 
Feb 2019) 
- ‘NSWPH-ToR for environmental desktop study.pdf’ (received 21 Feb 
2019) 
- ‘Cost Evaluation of North Sea Offshore Wind Post 2030.pdf’ (received

21 Feb 2019) 

Timelines, capacity remain a concern

Discussion at NSAC level


